
URI biomedical engineering professor creating smart gloves  
to monitor Parkinson’s disease patients

KINGSTON – Prescribing a medication plan 
for a patient with Parkinson’s disease 
can be a challenge for doctors, but now 
a University of Rhode Island biomedical 
engineering professor and his students are 
making strides in solving that problem 
with their groundbreaking research.

KUNAL MANKODIYA, director of URI’s  
Wearable Biosensing Laboratory, says he’s  
researching how to transform gloves, 
socks, clothing and even shoes into high-
tech items that will make people healthier  
–and improve their lives.

“We are in the era of game-changing 
technology, especially in health care,’’ 
says Mankodiya. “URI’s College of Engin- 
eering is pioneering new medical devices 
that will change the way people receive 
medical care.”

Born in India, Mankodiya received his 
bachelor’s degree in biomedical engineer-
ing from Saurashtra University and his 
doctorate in computer science from the 
University of Luebeck in Germany. He did 
post-doctorate research at Carnegie Mel-
lon University and joined URI in 2014.

His research focuses on smart textiles 
– wearable items embedded with sensors, 
electronics and software that can collect 
data from patients, even though they are 
at home, and deliver it to doctors. The 
benefit is that doctors will be able to 
make more informed decisions remotely, 
and patients will be more involved with 
their care.

The professor and his team of students 
have been working on “smart wearables’’ 
for years as part of their research on the 
“Internet of Things,’’ a framework to au-
tomate human interactions with Cloud 
computing. One creation that made head-
lines last year was a wristband that mon-
itors the tremors of Parkinson’s patients 
and sends that information to doctors 
over an Internet connection.

This year, the team is turning its at-
tention to textiles, designing items for 
patients with neurological illnesses. The 
gloves are the latest project. They are em-
bedded with sensors on the fingers and 
thumb that measure tremors and rigidity.

The gloves, in turn, are connected to 
cell phones, which process the data and 
deliver it to neurologists in their offices. 

Mankodiya is also working on high-
tech socks for people who have suffered 
strokes. Again, sensors and software 
woven into the fabric relay information 
about a patient’s gait to doctors and phys-
ical therapists so they can tailor rehabili-
tation therapy to each patient.

“The socks examine the walking 
stride,’’ Mankodiya says. “They can 
quantify movements of the knee and an-
kle joints to find subtle irregularities that 
require therapy. The socks also monitor a 
patient’s progress.’’

Other projects focus on developing 
tools to image, sense and record brain 
function to treat Parkinson’s, as well as 
other neurological diseases, like epilepsy. 
The projects were made possible through 
National Science Foundation grants, one 
of which involves collaboration with 
Walter Besio, URI professor of biomedical 
engineering.

In addition, Mankodiya is partnering 
with Lifespan Hospitals to create smart-
watch technologies for patients with psy-
chiatric illnesses and autism. Although 

research is still in the early stages, the 
watches are expected to measure the  
patients’ daily behavior and activities.

Nick Peltier, a senior majoring in com-
puter science, is creating the smartwatch 
app that will help people with autism. He 
says the project is the most satisfying one 
he’s tackled at URI.

“I hope the watch will help these pa-
tients learn about themselves and make 
it easier for the parents and caregivers 
to know what’s going on,’’ says Peltier. 
“Let’s say a response is triggered every 
Tuesday, at the same time, on the pa-
tient’s smartwatch. The next step would 
be to determine what’s happening during 
that time on that day so the person can 
make adjustments.’’

Matt Constant, a junior computer en-
gineering major, is also working on the 
smartwatch app, as well as the glove. 
“It’s very fulfilling,’’ says Constant. “I get 
to apply what I’m learning in classes and 
also help people.’’ v

Story courtesy University of Rhode Island

URI students join Assistant Professor of Biomedical Engineering Kunal Mankodiya, while displaying 
smart textiles, wearable items embedded with sensors, electronics and software that can collect data 
from patients, even though they are at home, and deliver it to doctors. From left are Nicholas Pelt-
ier, senior computer engineering major, Professor Mankodiya, and Matt Constant, junior computer 
engineering major.
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